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ACROSS
1. Subject of many late November newspaper inserts
5. Indian garb
9. Sword handles
14. Not shut
15. Balanced
16. Mete out
17. Increase?
20. Not lost or destroyed
21. Pekingese or chihuahua
22. Drug law enforcer, briefly
24. Montgomery or Anderson
25. Pig meat
28. Start a business?
33. "This is as strange a maze as ___ man trod" (The Tempest)
34. Consider
35. Post-larval
36. Enclose in paper
38. Source of Victorian power
41. "Able was I ere I saw ___"
42. Intended
44. China's continent
46. Help
47. Never grow up?
51. Period
52. School of Buddhism
53. Drop from above
54. Alter the rules for, as a city neighborhood
57. Reared
61. Send out the vice squad?
64. Tequila source
65. Russian refusal
66. Pleasant
67. Play awards
68. Yacks
69. Went fast

DOWN
1. Wise one
2. Cleanser brand named for a Greek hero
3. French milk
4. Verdi opera about bandits
5. They say, "Who goes there?"
6. Prefix suggesting flight
7. Housing cost
8. Local
9. Sheriff's command to a bad guy
10. Too
11. Airplane itinerary
12. Small child
13. Pig home
18. "It goes ___ out"
19. Watched
23. Tech review site
26. Middle eastern language
27. Marchioness address
28. "Proceed cautiously!"
29. More unsettling
30. Language usage expert
31. "That is to say..."
32. Take to court
37. Pod occupant
39. "Dream on!"
40. Mosque towers
43. Makes giddy
45. Ins. co. with a duck spokesanimal
48. Sign gas
49. Baseball division
50. Creatures from outer space
55. Be jealous of
56. Irish singer Eithne Pádraigín Ní Bhraonáin
58. Cut off
59. "___ homo!"
60. Altered the color of
61. Pesky rodent
62. Self-esteem
63. High society newcomer, briefly
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